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What we’ll keep

Carolyn Van Houten/The Washington Post

The pandemic made us change our lives. Here are 11 ways we won’t change back.
Wearing masks when we’re sick by Daniela Lamas

Watching live television by Jacob Brogan

Soft pants by Maura Judkis

Spending time with pets by Lara Bazelon

Being bored by Benjamin Storey and Jenna Storey

Online ordering at in-person restaurants by Tim Carman

Streaming theater by Diep Tran

Telecommuting by Sam Schwartz

Better home cooking by Carolina Gelen

Spending time outdoors by Dana Milbank

Appreciating essential workers by Benjamin Lorr
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efore the coronavirus pandemic struck, Scottish historian
Niall Ferguson was busily trotting the globe delivering handsomely paid speeches. Ferguson begins this sweeping survey of the
dynamics and impact of various types of
global crises through the ages — from
plagues and natural disasters to wars
and financial panics — by listing all the

cities he visited as the latest one was
gathering force. In January 2020 alone,
he flew to London, Dallas, San Francisco,
Hong Kong, Taipei, Singapore, Zurich
and Fort Lauderdale, Fla. By February,
Ferguson was starting to warn readers of
his weekly newspaper column to “worry
about grandparents” — while still carrying on as what he now recognizes as “one
of the ‘superspreaders’ whose hyperactive travel schedules were spreading the
virus from Asia to the rest of the world.”
When the whole world locked down in
March 2020, however, Ferguson’s lecture
gigs were canceled, and he retreated
with his wife and two youngest children

from their home in Northern California
to a refuge in Montana. In that remote
writer’s paradise, this scholar of financial history turned best-selling public
intellectual and biographer of Henry
Kissinger took advantage of all the extra
time on his hands to crank out the nearly
400 pages of text in this volume, which
with the help of two research assistants
he finished by early autumn.
That personal preface is telling, because much of “Doom: The Politics of
Catastrophe” reads like an extended
version of one of those high-price talks.
(Ferguson’s speaking fee reportedly
see history on B3
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What we’ll keep
When we speak of the end of the pandemic, we tend to imagine it as a “return to normal.” And by “normal,” we
mean we will slip back into the blithe ways of being we once took for granted: We will slouch into movie theater
seats, invite co-workers over for dinner, hug our parents and shout to be heard in loud bars. Much as we crave
that familiar safety and ease, though, many of the habits that we acquired over the past year — some in the
service of survival, some in the name of comfort, others in simple pursuit of pleasure — will remain with us.
These are the things we’ll keep, not because the pandemic forced them on us but because they are
improvements on our pre-pandemic ways. — Jacob Brogan
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Wearing masks
when we’re sick
By Daniela Lamas

L

ike many doctors, I was uncertain about the benefit of
masks at the start of the pandemic. But as the data began
to accumulate, so too did the masks in my home. Now, a
year after this pandemic began, there are masks everywhere —
on door handles and in drawers, at the bottom of my bag and in
the pockets of my jackets. I’ll be excited, eventually, to live
without them — to read facial expressions again, sense the wind
on my lips and feel that particular freedom that comes from
being able to enter a room without covering my face.
And yet. We now know that these politicized little pieces of
material actually save lives — including other people’s. Cases of
the flu and other respiratory illnesses are at a striking low this
year, and while that is probably a result of multiple factors,
including physical distancing and hand hygiene, wearing
masks is undoubtedly one component.
Which is why I am going to continue to wear a mask in my
daily life to protect others, long after this pandemic is over. Not
all the time. Definitely not in open, outdoor areas. But in many
offices in America, coming to work sick was expected, even a
norm. Now, if I have a cough or a cold and am entering a
crowded indoor area, like a movie theater or a mall or an
airplane, or coming to work at the hospital, I will make sure to
put on that mask. If we have learned anything from this past
year, it is the extent to which we are all interconnected. So I will
keep those masks around. I will see them not just as a reminder
of this devastating pandemic but also as a promise that we can
be better.
Daniela Lamas is a pulmonary and critical-care doctor at Brigham
and Women’s Hospital in Boston. @danielalamasmd
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Soft pants

Being bored

By Maura Judkis

By Benjamin Storey and Jenna Storey

efore the pandemic, pants were sorted by fabric, function
and fit. There were so many types: wool trousers,
corduroys, chinos, leggings, jeggings, sweatpants, yoga
pants and, inevitably, jeans with their many subcategories:
skinny, boyfriend, distressed. But the pandemic has pared all
that taxonomic specificity away, leaving us with only two kinds:
Hard and Soft.
Soft Pants are often terry-cloth- or Lycra-based, and they
always have elastic or drawstring waistbands. Hard Pants are
any pants that have buttons, zippers, or itchy or unstretchy
fabric. Soft Pants are a gentle embrace of the calves. Hard Pants
are leg prisons.
I used to be a person who wore pencil skirts and sheath
dresses and all sorts of beautiful, uncomfortable things. A
person who believed Karl Lagerfeld when he famously called
sweatpants “a sign of defeat.” But when we began working from
home, I quickly became a person who owned “nice” sweatpants
(cool, tailored joggers for outdoor socially distanced hangs) and
“house” sweatpants (old ones with pilled fabric that gave me
pancake butt). I wore workout leggings and did not work out.
Newly able to sit cross-legged in my desk chair or strike a yoga
pose between calls — you can’t do that in a pencil skirt — I found
that the words flowed more easily. Minor discomforts, like a
too-tight waistband or a seam that digs, emit a constant low
hum in your brain. When you eliminate them, you free up that
space for more important things. Wearing Soft Pants, you don’t
think about how your clothing feels at all.
Choosing Soft Pants does not necessarily mean rejecting
fashion. We can have it both ways: clothes that make us look
good and conform to business-casual office attire norms, but
still feel comfortable. We can’t all wear elegant three-piece Louis
Vuitton pajama ensembles, as actor Daniel Kaluuya did for the
virtual Screen Actors Guild Awards. But maybe we’ll be more
creative and productive in sweatshirt suit jackets and terry
cloth joggers, leggings and stylish, shapeless sack dresses. Let
all fabrics be stretchy, all waistbands elastic. Let our Soft Pants
make our minds sharp.

ccording to the philosopher Blaise Pascal, “Our unhappiness arises from one thing alone — that we cannot remain
quietly in our rooms.” Terrified by the prospect of
boredom, we work to make the most of every minute.
When the shutdown first hit, our nerves twitched restlessly in
the absence of our usual occupations — schlepping the kids,
scheduling meetings, squeezing in a few minutes at the gym. So
we redeployed our spreadsheets to track toilet paper shipments
and strategized about evading the banana rationing. Then,
having armed ourselves with an embarrassing excess of
supplies, we faced hours we could not instrumentalize.
So we lived with boredom. As it settled in, we started to notice
things — odd neighbors, old friends we rediscovered online,
books we’d loved but largely forgotten. We sprawled on the floor
with our children, following the questions that wander through
young minds: What happens if you sneeze in a submarine? Do
beans have souls?
Such childlike questioning, untethered to time, contains a
lesson. Children can be maddeningly indifferent to the clock —
folding their socks can take them five minutes or five hours.
They delight in time, precisely because they do not mind it. The
shutdown taught us that boredom is the narrow portal through
which we must pass to become present in the moment, as
children are. And that such presence brings happiness.
Ironically, the shutdown produced innovations — like remote
work even on “snow days,” formerly a gift of unplanned time —
that make disconnecting from the press of obligations all the
harder. So, unless we remember the hidden benefits that
boredom brings, our liberation from quarantine will trap us
ever more tightly in the joyless empire of busyness.
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Benjamin Storey and Jenna Storey are the authors of “Why We Are
Restless: On the Modern Quest for Contentment.”

Maura Judkis is a staff writer for The Washington Post’s Style section.
@MauraJudkis
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used to see about 150 live theater performances a year. When
Broadway shut down on March 12, 2020, it felt like the
curtain had closed on an important part of my life. And not
just mine: Overnight, the entire performing arts industry
shuttered; nationwide, around 1.4 million people lost their jobs.
Then the theater community did something astonishing: It
went digital. Michael Urie performed the one-man show “Buyer
& Cellar” in his living room; Oscar Isaac pretended to spank
Marisa Tomei in a Zoom live reading of “Beirut.” Eventually,
original productions started popping up, such as “Ratatouille:
The TikTok Musical,” a creation that I’m still convinced was a
fever dream, and “Circle Jerk,” which had me cackling alone in
my room as the cast pilloried Internet meme culture. These
projects showed that you don’t need high production values to
make great theater — just committed performers and a riveting
script. It was theater at its very essence.
Theater has always been restricted by place. But now that
even “Hamilton” has a streamable version, you no longer have
to be in the room where it happens. Theater companies, large
and small, have been investing in camera equipment;
D.C.-based Woolly Mammoth, for example, is staging an entire
virtual season.
When in-person performances come back, $200 and a plane
ticket should not, once again, become the prerequisite for
seeing a Broadway show. The theater world should retain its
pandemic strategies for making its work affordable and
accessible, no matter the viewer’s location or economic bracket.
Let’s retire the shaky bootlegs: Give us the show in HD, and
we’ll live-tweet the hell out of it.

s someone working in food media, I noticed a surge in
demand for content during the pandemic. Some people
struggled to find any pleasure in putting food on the table.
For others, staying at home clearly helped them discover a new
passion.
So many people were drawn to cooking — and experimenting
— in their kitchens. Sometimes this was out of necessity: They’d
panic-bought some random ingredients during a quick grocery
run and now had to improvise. Other times, people cooked to
feel connected, taking online workshops to meet fellow enthusiasts and to chat with their favorite chefs. They saw a viral food
trend on Instagram or TikTok, so they joined in making
hot-chocolate bombs and baked feta pasta. They missed a
dessert from their favorite restaurant, so they had to re-create it.
People started to pick up techniques that they used to get only
from professional bakeries or coffee shops: mastering the
mysterious alchemy of feeding a sourdough starter or foaming
milk for a beautifully elaborate latte.
When every day looks exactly the same as the last, paying
attention to simple things — making better coffee in the
morning, planning a fancy homemade dinner for you and your
partner, decorating a layer cake — helps relieve the cabin fever. I
hope that sense of care and adventurousness lives on, even after
people feel free to dine out.
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Diep Tran, the former features editor of Broadway.com, is the industry
news writer for Backstage and the managing editor of Viet Fact Check.
@diepthought
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Carolina Gelen is a recipe developer and Food52 resident. Instagram:
@carolinagelen
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ack when the pandemic began, and all of reality felt up for
grabs, at least one thing seemed clear: Many people could
be “patriotic” by staying home and locking themselves up
— and others had to actually go out and do things.
Yes, this meant nurses and doctors. Praise them with pots
and pans at 7 p.m.! But a new class of “essential worker”
emerged, too: our grocers, pharmacists and transit workers;
truck drivers, warehouse workers, delivery women. Those for
whom the pandemic was not a pause, nor a frenzy, but business
as usual. Even the most basic American lifestyle relies on them:
a largely invisible collection of behind-the-scenes workers, not
glamorous enough for an Instagram marketing campaign nor
yet worthy of a livable minimum wage.
Rabbi Abraham Heschel declared that the appropriate
response to a miracle is embarrassment. And oh boy, it should
have been. While many of us were busy planning trips to the
grocery like they required military precision — or when a
neighbor confided that he was holding his breath while passing
strangers on the street — these workers were still there,
protecting the miracle of the supply chain. Dropping packages
at doors. Stocking produce on the shelves. Ringing the register
in front of stranger after stranger, with no way to hold their
breath through it all.
It didn’t take long to move from “essential worker” to “hero.”
And while it seems kind of definitional that heroes opt into their
heroics — as opposed to being conscripted by economic
necessity — we can leave learning the distinction between
heroism and extortion for a 2021 goal. Right now, I’m just glad
for awareness. May we keep an understanding of how much we
depend on these workers, and someday soon, may that awareness grow into Heschel’s embarrassment: bringing them higher
wages, basic benefits and a status equal to all they deliver.
Benjamin Lorr is the author of “The Secret Life of Groceries: The Dark
Miracle of the American Supermarket.” @benjaminlorr
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